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LT Game is about to Launch a Brand New Themed Slot Game "Hulunbuir Grassland" 

 

Hulunbuir Prairie is a beautiful place and one of the few pure lands with no pollution in the world, with endless 

grassland, borderless blue sky and forms of white clouds. It is also the origin of many northern natives, nurturing 

unique ethnic culture, such as wrestling, hunting, archery and the Lasso of the Horse activity. For such a unique 

and attractive theme, as a game production expert, of course we cannot miss it! LT Game team adopted these 

unique grassland characteristics, integrated them with innovative gameplay, and launched the new slot game 

"Hulunbuir Grassland". 

 

"Hulunbuir Grassland" is the newly produced game by 

LT Game collaborated with Maestro Ulaantug the 

nationally recognized First Grade Composer. Authorized 

by Maestro Ulaantug, his music pieces were used as the 

soundtracks running through the whole game. At the 

same time, the Maestro also played an important role as 

the consultant to coach game designers on the 

representations of prairie culture, making the game to 

authentically display grassland culture characteristics: 

wild geese flying in the sky, shepherd dogs chasing the 

sheep, horses galloping across the land; herdsmen in 

traditional costumes singing, dancing and raising their 

wine glasses for a toast; yurts lining up as a string of 

pearls located in the distance… With the melodious ethnic music in the ear, the beauty of the four seasons comes 

into view, it is just like the real grassland reality fully displayed in front of the player. 

 

Same as the other slot games by LT Game, “Hulunbuir Grassland” includes various bonus games, free games and 

Jackpot game. However, the major difference is that LT Game designer team deliberately integrated the thrilling 

archery and equestrian activities of the grassland life into the game and proposed an adventure with excitements: 

 

 “The Archery Jackpot Bonus Game＂ 

The newly designed "The Archery Jackpot Bonus Game", as the name 

suggested, is a game based on archery. The higher multiply the player's bet, 

the greater the probability is to randomly trigger the game. Once the game 

is triggered, the game would simulate the real archery game: first to aim at 

the archery target, draw the bow and then shoot out the arrows. When the 

arrow hits different specific areas in the target, corresponding rewards—

four different price levels ranging from 10,000 credits to 100,000 credits—

would be granted to the players. 

 

 

Four distinct seasons of grassland 

The Archery Jackpot Bonus Game 
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“The Lasso of the Horse＂ 

Horse Lassoing is a traditional equestrian activity for 

grassland herdsmen to embody bravery and wisdom. 

When the Lasso of the Horse game is randomly 

triggered, the player becomes a warrior on the 

grassland chasing the galloping horses. If the player 

misses any horse, chances would be given until finally 

one horse is captured. Any lassoed horse will bring out 

the corresponding reward, including 5000, 2000, 1000 

or 250 credit. The bonus credits granted will be 

multiplied as the player multiplied his bets. A 

maximum of 25,000 credits can be won. 

 

“Wild” & Unlimited “Free Game” 

The magic stones that appear during the base games 

will burst into any pattern including “Wild”. If a 

whole row of magic stones appears, there is a chance 

that the magic stones will all burst into “Wild” and 

further increase the player's chance of profiting. In 

addition, when three or more Scatters appear, it can 

trigger up to 30x Free Games, and the same scenario 

occurring during Free Games will trigger free games 

again and give players a chance to win unlimited free 

games. 

 

All in all, "Hulunbuir Grassland" uses vivid graphics and beautiful music to create a feeling of being in the prairie: 

horses galloping on the boundless grass, geese roaming the blue sky, white sheep herds and green hills, together 

with the sound of the Morin khuur. Also, "The Archery Jackpot Bonus Game" and "The Lasso of the Horse" 

allow the players to experience the excitements of prairie life and further immerse in the atmosphere of the 

Hulunbuir Grassland with the benefit of earning substantial winnings. “Hulunbuir Grassland” will let the players 

have a whole new fun in the game!  

 

--The End-- 
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